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Using do and does correctly 

Worksheet 3 

Do and does are used in many different sentence types. Which word 

you choose depends on the subject. This is simple to determine. Use 

do when the subject is I, you, we, or they. Use does with the third 

person such as he, she, or it. The negative form of do is do not and the 

negative form of does is does not. 

Circle the word that best completes the sentence. 

1. Do/Does you want some juice to drink? 

2. Where do/does they come from? 

3. No, she do/does not like spicy food. 

4. What do/does Sarah and I have in common? 

5. Do/Does your uncle drive a red car? 

6. Do/Does he have a wallet? 

7. They do/does not work this weekend. 

8. Do/Does we have school on Wednesday? 

9. Do/Does your parents like to ski? 

10. Do/Does lots of children use this playground? 

11. Which movie do/does you like the best? 

12. What color do/does he prefer? 

13. Where do/does they like to ice skate? 

14. Which flavor ice cream do/does Anna like best? 

15. The heater do/does not work well. 
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Answer Sheet 

1. Do/Does you want some juice to drink? 

2. Where do/does they come from? 

3. No, she do/does not like spicy food. 

4. What do/does Sarah and I have in common? 

5. Do/Does your uncle drive a red car? 

6. Do/Does he have a wallet? 

7. They do/does not work this weekend. 

8. Do/Does we have school on Wednesday? 

9. Do/Does your parents like to ski? 

10.  Do/Does lots of children use this playground? 

11.  Which movie do/does you like the best? 

12.  What color do/does he prefer? 

13.  Where do/does they like to ice skate? 

14.  Which flavor ice cream do/does Anna like best? 

15.  The heater do/does not work well. 

 


